Omnidirectional camera is able to obtain 360 degree images of surrounding environment directly. These images contain the abundant information. And this equipment has no any revolver. It is a new scientific research focus of vision techniques. This technology has widely applied prospects in scientific research. community service.. industry and military field. In order to get a widely visual scope, curved surface mirror are usually adopted as image collector.
INTRODUCTION
Omnidirectional camera is a kind of the hemisphere imaging system. Their images contain the abundant information.
And this equipment has no any revolver. It is a new scientific research focus of vision observing.. environment perceiving environmental knowledge acquisition and rebuilding etc. This technology has extensive application prospects in scientific research community serviceS industry and military field. From the point of view of optics, imaging system can divides into two categories, namely the refracting system and the reflecting system. The former generally makes use ofthe wide-angle lens (fisheye lenses) to realize. Its field ofview can reach about 200 degrees. But its structure is quite complicated. And it is difficult to design-. process and assemble. Now this kind of technology is already grown up. It is rather hard to increase its scope of view. By comparison, the reflecting system adopts the curved surface as reflecting component. It can achieve the purpose of the panoramic imaging. And its field of view could far exceed the refracting system. With the process technology becoming perfect, people are attracted by its larger scope of view and relatively simple structure. But the panoramic images take place the severe optic distortions. For analyzing and explaining the images correctly, resumption for reconstruction of distorted visual images has to be done. This paper presents the implementation of an omnidirectional camera combining spherical mirror with regular lens. The reflecting mirrors have many kinds. They include the quadratic curved surface. Especially the spherical and the hyperbolic mirror are in common. The hyperboloid imaged by a standard perspective camera does have a single viewpoint. All incoming optical rays do intersect in a single viewpoint. A single viewpoint gives the imager consistent information about the scene. But it has very high request for physical parameter and accuracy of installation of hyperbolic mirror. In contrast, the spherical camera is very easy to install and to operate. And it has not special demand for its physical parameter and accuracy of installation. But the spheroid imaged by a perspective camera does not have a single viewpoint. This paper addresses this drawback by showing how to construct approximately correct single viewpoints in spherical system that does not possess a single viewpoint. It presents a mathematical method for approximating a single viewpoint when the imager has multiple viewpoints. This construction is called to be the iso-angle method. The iso-angle method is a mapping of optical rays from an imaging system onto a virtual imaging system. The mapping preserves the Euler angles of the rays in the original system; hence the term, iso-angle. Iso-angle allows a much greater freedom in the optical design ofpanoramic imaging systems. The significance ofthe result is that opens up the use of a variety of new devices for very large field of view imaging, with less restrictive optical constraints than current SVP devices. The method via a panoramic camera that uses a spherical mirror and standard perspective camera is illustrated. This paper presents the implementation of an orrinidirectional camera combining spherical mirror with regular lens. The principle and the structure of omnidirectional camera are explained in this paper. Especially the algorithm of omnidirectional image warping and the experimental results are discussed.
THE IMAGING THEORY OF OMNIDIRECTIONAL CAMERA
Consider the general system of figure 1 , inwhich a convex minor surface redirects light to a perspective camera. On the image plane of the camera, we can obtain 360 degree images of surrounding environment. Though the scene pictures reflect the surrounding incorrectly, they include all information of the true scene. For analyzing and explaining the z images correctly, the distortion visions must be resumed to be the routine panoramic images.
The spherical device geometry is given in Figure   . l,with the optical axis of the camera coincident with a To display the scene on a virtual image plane, the equations mapping the camera pixels to the correct position on the virtual image plane are very important.
The parameters of the virtual image are used to compute the mapping from the virtual image to Euler angles. Through computing the expression equations of the incoming rays on the virtual image plane, Combining the equations 5, the mapping relationship from the camera image to the virtual image and the coordinates expression on the virtual image plane are obtained. Then by using the bilinear interpolation, the recovered perspective view can be achieved. 
THE CONCLUSION
Omnidirectional camera is able to obtain 360 degree images of surrounding environment directly. These images contain the abundant information. And this device has a very large scope of view. It is widely used in video surveillance and monitoring-S virtual reality and robot visual navigation. But the observed images have severe distortion. For analyzing and explaining the images correctly, the distortion visions must be resumed to be the routine images. As an spherical reflecting optical system is a multiple viewpoint optical imaging device, so an approximate ingle viewpoint imaging model have to be applied in order to reconstruct the scene image as normal. This paper presents the implementation of an omnidirectional camera combining spherical mirror with regular cameras. This perspective model is different from the reconstruction method made by hyperboloid imaging device. In this model, the methods for getting and reconstruct panoramic scene images were given. This paper also addresses a mathematical method to correct the drawback caused by a spherical camera system that does not possess a single viewpoint. And then it can be considered as a standard perspective camera on scene image processing. And the experiments demonstrated the validity of this method.
